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Summary
The precise temporal relation between pre- and post-
synaptic activity modulates the strength of synaptic
connections. Despite its extensive characterization
in vivo and in vitro, the degree to which spike timing-
dependent plasticity can shape receptive field proper-
ties is unclear. We use in vivo patch-clamp recordings
of tectal neurons in developing Xenopus tadpoles to
control the precise timing of action potentials with re-
spect to the arrival of a subset of visual inputs evoked
by local light stimulation on the retina. The pattern of
visual inputs onto a tectal neuron was tracked over
time by rapid reverse correlation mapping of receptive
fields. Spike timing-dependent potentiation or depres-
sion of a subset of synapses reliably shifts the spatial
receptive fields toward or away from the trained sub-
region of visual space, respectively. These results
demonstrate that natural patterns of activity evoked
by sensory stimuli play an instructive role in the devel-
oping nervous system.
Introduction
While many experimental as well as theoretical studies
have investigated the development of receptive field
shape and structure, it is still unclear to what extent ac-
tivity-dependent mechanisms shape neuronal response
properties to sensory stimuli. In the mammalian visual
cortex, manipulating sensory experience has revealed
several consequences for circuit formation. Kittens
reared with an artificial squint fail to develop the normal
binocular response properties of striate cortex neurons
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1965), the suppression of spontane-
ous waves of retinal activity also disrupts eye-specific
segregation of retinal inputs to the lateral geniculate nu-
cleus (Meister et al., 1991; Penn et al., 1998), and the
synchronization of retinal inputs by strobe light or elec-
trical stimulation affects the formation of normal recep-
tive field properties in various systems (Cynader et al.,
1973; Schmidt and Eisele, 1985; Weliky and Katz,
1997). Furthermore, the appearance of visual response
modules in the auditory cortex of the ferret after rewiring
of retinal inputs implicates an instructive role of visual in-
puts (Sharma et al., 2000; von Melchner et al., 2000).
These changes were initially thought to occur by
a ‘‘Hebbian’’ mechanism, in which synaptic strength in-
creases when pre- and postsynaptic neurons are active
in synchrony. However, cell culture experiments (Bi and
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(Feldman, 2000; Markram et al., 1997) as well as single-
cell recordings in vivo (Zhang et al., 1998) suggest that
correlated pre- and postsynaptic activity can lead to de-
creases as well as increases in synaptic efficacy. It was
found that the relative timing—on a millisecond time-
scale—between the action potentials in pre- and post-
synaptic cells determines the direction of changes in
synaptic strength: a synapse becomes potentiated if ac-
tivity of the presynaptic neuron is followed by an action
potential in the postsynaptic neuron. In contrast, if the
depolarization of the postsynaptic cell precedes the
synaptic input, the synapse is weakened. This spike tim-
ing-dependent plasticity (STDP, Song et al., 2000; van
Rossum et al., 2000) was first shown to exist in synapses
between pyramidal neurons in rat cortical slices (Feld-
man, 2000; Froemke and Dan, 2002; Markram et al.,
1997) and has since been found in many other systems
and cell types, including spiny stellate cells in the neo-
cortex (Egger et al., 1999), hippocampal slices (Debanne
et al., 1998; Nishiyama et al., 2000), cerebellum-like
structures (Bell et al., 1997), hippocampal cultures (Bi
and Poo, 1998), and the retinotectal system in Xenopus
tadpoles (Zhang et al., 1998). STDP offers appealing fea-
tures for neural computation, because it allows the ner-
vous system to learn specific sequences and to antici-
pate future events from past stimuli (Abbott et al.,
1996; Mehta et al., 1997, 2000; Rao and Sejnowski,
2001). If valid during the development of receptive field
properties, then STDP would have strong effects on
how patterns of neuronal activity sculpt the response
properties of individual neurons (Dan and Poo, 2004),
a hypothesis for which we currently have only sparse,
but suggestive, evidence.
Accurate timing of sensory stimuli has been demon-
strated to result in functional changes of visual cortex
neurons in a manner consistent with a STDP mechanism
(Fregnac and Shulz, 1999; Schuett et al., 2001; Yao and
Dan, 2001). In Xenopus tadpoles, bars moved repeat-
edly across the retina were shown to induce a persistent
asymmetric modification of the tectal neuron’s receptive
field (RF) along the direction of the movement of the
stimulus (Engert et al., 2002). Furthermore, hippocampal
place cells in rats moving along a specific trajectory
exhibited development of asymmetric and direction-
selective receptive fields (Mehta et al., 2000). Recently,
STDP induction using oriented bar stimuli in rats in
vivo has been shown to enhance or depress synaptic in-
puts, resulting in a shift in spatial preference (Meliza and
Dan, 2006).
Does the relative timing between pre- and postsynap-
tic activity drive changes in receptive field size and posi-
tion? In other words, can the neuronal response to a
stimulus presented at a specific retinal location either
be enhanced or depressed depending on the relative
timing of postsynaptic spiking and visual stimulation?
We have attempted to answer this question by exercis-
ing direct control of postsynaptic action potentials in or-
der to shift receptive field positions of tadpole tectal
neurons in a direction dictated by the precise timing of
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evoked presynaptic inputs. In order to measure recep-
tive fields quickly before and after training, we have de-
veloped a modified version of reverse correlation to a
Gaussian white noise flicker stimulus (de Boer and
Kuyper, 1968), which has been specifically adapted to
the tadpole preparation. Similar methods have been
used extensively to study properties of visually respon-
sive neurons in mammalian systems (de Boer and
Kuyper, 1968; Jones and Palmer, 1987; Murphy and
Glanzman, 1997; Touryan et al., 2002).
We found that we could reduce or remove a subregion
of a receptive field by applying localized visual stimula-
tion restricted to this region and inducing an action po-
tential by current injection before the stimulus arrived at
the neuron. In contrast, if the action potential was in-
duced after the stimulus arrived, this subregion was re-
liably and strongly enhanced. Thus, STDP can be used
like an eraser or a brush, respectively, to sculpt recep-
tive fields in tadpole tectal neurons. The same results
were obtained if the current injection was replaced by
a visual stimulus applied to the center of the receptive
field that reliably evoked spiking in the neuron. Under
these conditions, it is the sequence and precise timing
of the central and subfield stimulus, respectively, that
is responsible for instructive receptive field modifica-
tions. This implies that STDP plays an important and di-
rect role in shaping the receptive field properties of a de-
veloping neural circuit. Interestingly, untrained regions
outside of the stimulated area are not left unaffected
by the subfield modification. We also observed system-
atic changes in synaptic strength in inputs coding for
positions outside the trained region of visual space
(see also Meliza and Dan, 2006). Additionally, we show
that all shifts observed following training were subject
to reversal by allowing the cell to fire to a random white
noise stimulus, a feature reminiscent of the finding that
STDP in this tadpole preparation is unstable under
spontaneous activity (Zhou et al., 2003). It is nonetheless
remarkable that shifting the timing of the postsynaptic
spike by as little as 25 ms, with all other conditions con-
stant, results in as striking a phenomenon as a complete
180º reversal of the induced RF alteration.
Results
Spike Timing-Dependent Modification
of Whole-Field Visual Inputs
Visually evoked synaptic inputs readily undergo robust
potentiation in response to training with suprathreshold
visual stimuli (Zhang et al., 1998, 2000). To test whether
visual inputs can also undergo spike timing-mediated
depression, a whole-field visual stimulus was paired
with a postsynaptic current injection such that the in-
duced action potential occurred before the arrival of
the visually induced synaptic input (Figure 1A). Because
tadpole tectal neurons respond best to an ‘‘off’’ signal,
we stimulated visual inputs with either a brief dimming
light flash from an LED or a 64 ms black frame on a min-
iaturized LCD screen projected directly onto the ex-
posed retina of the tadpole (see Engert et al., 2002, for
details). Synaptic responses ranged from 50–200 pA
and did not vary in size or time course when evoked us-
ing either the LED or the LCD screen (data not shown).Previous studies have demonstrated that visually
evoked synaptic responses in the retinotectal system
are complex and possibly polysynaptic events mediated
Figure 1. Experimental Time Line and Training Protocols
(A) All times given are relative to the end of the trained stimulus pe-
riod (0 min). Following initial receptive field measurement (RF), three
stimulus frames were generated: ‘‘Trained,’’ ‘‘Untrained,’’ and ‘‘Drive.’’
Voltage-clamp recordings (VC) were made for 5–15 min (‘‘Baseline’’)
while presenting interleaved trained and untrained stimulus frames
(0.03 Hz). Training was carried out with the cell in current-clamp
mode (CC). Following presentation of the trained stimulus, the arrival
time of the stimulus-evoked EPSP (indicated by the thick arrow) was
determined, and the temporal placement of a current injection
through the patch pipette was calculated. The current injection
waveform consisted of a 10 ms, 100 pA pulse. The pulse was placed
relative to the arrival of the stimulus-evoked EPSP such that a pulse-
driven postsynaptic AP was induced 10–15 ms before or after the
arrival of the EPSP. The former—negative training—induces depres-
sion, the latter—positive training—causes potentiation. The timing
of spikes is indicated by vertical lines (colored blue and red, respec-
tively). In the former case, any visual stimulus-evoked APs were sup-
pressed by injecting a hyperpolarizing current (250 pA, 50 ms).
Alternatively, a suprathreshold (Drive) visual driving stimulus was
presented before or after the trained stimulus. After training, signal
changes with respect to baseline were measured by further testing
in voltage clamp. In some cells, random spiking to white noise stim-
ulus was induced (spikes, gray) to test for activity-induced reversal
of plasticity. (B) Schematic of subfield training and induced RF
shifts. RF is marked in dark gray; purple dashed circle, position of
the trained stimulus; light purple circle, position of the untrained
stimulus. Throughout the paper, bright colors code for the trained
stimulus and faint colors for the untrained. Inducing an action poten-
tial in the neuron after the arrival of the EPSP evoked by the trained
stimulus (inset: black trace, EPSP; red/blue traces, induced action
potential; scale bars 40 mV and 100 ms) results in a shift toward
the trained subfield (positive training, upper panels). If the action
potential occurs before the arrival of the EPSP, the RF shifts away
(negative training, lower panels). Stimuli to the untrained position
are applied before and after training to test for heterosynaptic plas-
ticity.
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These components can be distinguished based on their
size, duration, and latency (Zhang et al., 2000). Thus, we
restricted our analysis to the excitatory portion of the re-
sponse by integrating within a window containing only
the fast element of the response. The current injection
was delivered either before or after the arrival of the vi-
sual input. A postsynaptic action potential induced 12–
15 ms after the arrival of the visual input resulted in its
potentiation (Figures 2A and 2B; n = 15, p < 0.0001, Stu-
dent’s two-tailed t test). Conversely, when the postsyn-
aptic action potential was induced 12–15 ms prior to the
arrival of the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP),
the inputs were depressed (Figures 2C and 2D; n = 8,
p < 0.01). In this case, subsequent spikes following the
arrival of the EPSP were suppressed by a brief hyperpo-
larizing current (Figure 1A). Throughout this report, ex-
periments with positive training are presented in red,
and those with negative training are shown in blue.
The hyperpolarizing current injection after the spike
made no difference when used in the positive training
experiments to create maximum symmetry between
the two conditions (n = 5; data not shown). The changes
in the magnitude of visual inputs were dependent on the
spiking of the postsynaptic cell because training while
maintaining the cell at a more hyperpolarized potential
in voltage clamp (270 mV to 280 mV) elicited no sig-
nificant changes (Figures 2E and 2F; n = 5, p > 0.7).
The average change in normalized integrated charge
calculated from recordings taken post-training was
+24.8% 6 1.3% for positive training, 220.3% 6 3.1%
for negative training, and +3.6% 6 8.2% for training un-
der voltage clamp (mean 6 SEM).
Rapid Measurement of Detailed Receptive Fields
Using Reverse Correlation
Previous studies have utilized pseudorandom spot stim-
ulation to map tectal neuron receptive fields (Engert
et al., 2002; Tao and Poo, 2005). Despite its proven ro-
bustness, mapping RFs at a relatively high resolution
by this method requires a long recording (on the order
of 10 min). Furthermore, the resolution of the resulting
RF is limited to the size of the boxes in the grid. To over-
come these problems, we developed a method of RF
mapping that employs an optimized reverse correlation
(de Boer and Kuyper, 1968) that allows for the rapid
acquisition of RFs at a significantly higher resolution. Ini-
tially, to test this method, we compared the RFs ac-
quired with reverse correlation with those obtained us-
ing spot stimulation. Figure 3A shows the results of
one such RF mapping experiment using spot stimulation
at 0.2 Hz on a 4 3 4 grid. Off-type responses were typi-
cally larger and more reliable. Integration of the stimu-
lus-evoked current traces for each box in the grid gives
the RF for the tectal neuron. For RFs measured via re-
verse correlation, high-resolution spatial white noise
was band-pass filtered over a range of tadpole-sensitive
spatial frequencies, contrast enhanced, and presented
at 60 Hz via the LCD screen directly to the retina of the
tadpole (Figure 3B, upper panels). Concurrently, volt-
age-clamp recordings of the stimulus-evoked synaptic
responses were recorded continuously for 3–5 min.
The stimulus typically evoked 500 to 700 synaptic
events in a 3 min recording (Figure 3B, lower panel).Figure 2. Potentiation and Depression of Visually Evoked Synaptic
Currents Using Whole-Field Stimuli
(A, C, and E) Representative recordings made using a whole-field vi-
sual stimulus. Data are presented as integrated charge normalized
to the mean response during the baseline recording (set to 100%).
Current traces show the average of ten voltage-clamp recordings
made before (gray) and after (colored) training. Black bars along
the time axis denote the training period. (B, D, and F) The summary
of all data from experiments similar to (A), (C), and (E), with normal-
ized integrated charge averaged over 2.5 min bins for each experi-
ment. (A and B) Pairing of visually evoked responses with a postsyn-
aptic action potential (current injection as described in Figure 1) after
the arrival of the EPSP led to an increase in the integrated charge of
the visual response (red). Inset scale bars, 30 pA, 100 ms. (C and D)
Postsynaptic action potentials delivered before the EPSP resulted in
a decrease in the integrated charge of the visual response (blue). In-
set scale bars, 50 pA, 100 ms. (E and F) Training while maintaining
the cell at a hyperpolarized potential in voltage clamp elicited no
change in the integrated charge of the visual response (green). Inset
scale bars, 30 pA, 100 ms. (G) Summary for all cells. Mean change in
integrated charge was +24.7% 6 1.3% (mean 6 SEM throughout,
n = 15) for positive training, 220.3% 6 3.1% for negative training
(n = 8), and +3.6% 6 8.2% for voltage-clamp training (n = 5). ** p <
0.01 (Student’s two-tailed t test).
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poral Receptive Field Properties
Representative data from one neuron except (D) lower panels. (A)
Mapping the receptive field with conventional spot stimulation.
Right: samples of compound synaptic currents (CSCs) evoked by
flashing of a white square (for 1 s, gray bar) at three locations
(marked 1, 2, and 3). Mean of five repeats is shown in black, individ-
ual traces in light gray. Scale, 20 pA. The receptive field was assayed
by measuring the integrated charge of the ‘‘off’’ response of CSCs
within a defined window (thin, vertical lines). The value of integrated
charge is represented by linear gray scale in the left panel (white =
average basal activity without light stimulus) as a corresponding
element in the 4 3 4 grid covering the projection area. (B) Top row:
low spatial resolution 2D white noise sequence (see Experimental
Procedures for details) presented to the tadpole preceded by a blank
gray period. Middle row: representative responses of the tectal neu-These events were robustly measured in repeated re-
cordings using the same stimulus sequence. Reverse
correlation of the evoked responses with the stimulus
reveals a spatiotemporal RF profile for the cell, providing
both the nature of the optimal linear stimulus (light ON or
light OFF) and the region of visual space encoded by the
synaptic inputs the cell receives (Figure 3C). Addition-
ally, the intrinsic delay—largely due to retinal processing
(100–120 ms)—in the response to visual stimuli can be
inferred from the temporal filter function obtained in
the analysis (see negative peak in Figure 3C, upper
right). To further test the validity of this method, RFs
were measured by spot stimulation and by reverse cor-
relation in the same cells. In Figure 3D, the results of two
such experiments are displayed. RFs measured by ei-
ther spot stimulation or reverse correlation reveal similar
results justifying the use of the latter in subsequent
experiments.
Spike Timing-Dependent Modification of Subfield
Visual Inputs
To test whether specific, spatially restricted visual in-
puts could be modified using spike timing-dependent
plasticity, we limited the visual stimulus used in the
STDP induction protocol to 10%–30% of the visual field
(‘‘trained’’ stimulus). A second subregion at an arbitrarily
chosen location away from the trained region (Figure 1B)
was selected as a control stimulus to test for changes
outside of the trained region. Throughout this report, re-
sponses from this ‘‘untrained’’ stimulus are presented in
dim colors while responses from the trained stimulus are
shown in corresponding bright hues (see Figures 4, 5,
and 7). Both subfield stimuli were selected to overlap
with different peripheral portions of the RF in such a
way as to elicit small (5–80 pA) subthreshold responses
(Figure 1B, left panel, purple circle). Current injections
were used to generate postsynaptic action potentials
12–15 ms after the arrival of the subfield visual input
(Figure 1B). This protocol (‘‘positive training’’) elicited
a large change in the responses to the trained visual
stimulus (Figures 4A and 4B; +261.5% 6 52.1%, n =
15, p < 0.001). Note that the scale of relative changes
is intensified by the fact that we use the integrated
charge—i.e., the area under the response trace—as
a quantification of size rather than the response ampli-
tude. Reversal of the timing between the visual input
and the postsynaptic action potential led to a reduction
in the size of the trained input (Figure 1B, negative
ron (5 s window). Bottom: 3 min trace used to compute the receptive
field (shown in [C]) by cross-correlation with the stimulus sequence.
Scale, 20 pA. (C) Left: receptive field measured from the data in (B).
Top right: three filter functions extracted from the receptive field de-
scribing the temporal dynamics of the indicated regions (trace
length is 600 ms). The apparent ‘‘off’’ dynamics are only evident in
box 1. Regions 2 and 3 show no temporal dynamics. Lower right:
three sections of the 3D receptive field at the time points indicated
by the lines. (D) Comparison of two receptive fields measured with
spot stimulation and reverse correlation. Top (left to right): a, same
receptive field as in (A); b, same as ‘‘a’’ but smoothed by spline inter-
polation; c, receptive field measured with reverse correlation; d,
same as ‘‘c’’ but mean subtracted. Note the similar results rendered
by the two methods. Bottom: second example with 83 8 spot stim-
ulation.
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105Figure 4. Induction of Potentiation and Depression Using Spatially Restricted Visual Stimuli
(A, C, and E) Representative recordings from cells trained using a spatially restricted STDP protocols. (B, D, and F) Summary plots. Data are
presented as in Figure 2. Circles (bright color), responses to the trained stimulus; triangles (faint color), responses to the untrained stimulus. Cur-
rent traces correspond to trained (left) and untrained (right) stimuli before (gray) and after (colored) training. (A and B) Positive training, shown in
red. Trace scale bars, 25 pA, 100 ms. Inset in (B) shows expanded region between215 and +25 min. (C and D) Negative training, shown in blue.
Scale bars, 5 pA, 100 ms. (E and F) Training with cell in voltage clamp. Scale bars, 40 pA, 100 ms. Summary of APV data is shown in (F) (orange).
(G and H) Summary figures for Trained (G) and Untrained (H) stimuli following the indicated training protocol. (G) Mean change in integrated
charge of responses to trained stimuli (mean 6 SEM): +261.5% 6 52.1% for positive training (red, n = 15), 247.0% 6 2.1% for negative training
(blue, n = 11), +0.5% 6 5.6% for voltage-clamp training (green, n = 8), and 22.0% 6 5.2% for 50 mM D-APV (orange, n = 4). (H) Mean change in
integrated charge of responses to untrained stimuli were: +81.4%6 14.0% for positive training (light red), +46.7%6 13.9% for negative training
(light blue), +1.7%6 1.4% for voltage clamp (light green), and 23.8% 6 3.4 for 50 mM APV (light orange). **p < 0.001; *p < 0.01, Student’s t test.training; Figures 4C and 4D;247.0%6 2.5%, n = 11, p <
0.0001). Interestingly, in both the cases of potentiation
and depression of the trained input, the untrained input
increased in size (+81.4%6 14.0%, p < 0.001 for positivetraining; +46.7% 6 13.9%, p < 0.0001 for negative train-
ing). However, the size of the effect varied significantly
between cells such that the data in Figures 4A–4D repre-
sent a general phenomenon and do not reflect the
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106Figure 5. Training Induced RF Shifts
(A and B) RFs at time points 10 min prior to
training, immediately after (0 min) training,
and at 20 min intervals post-training. In all
time points shown, the small, white circle de-
notes the centroid of the RF prior to training
(leftmost panels). Centroids of the RFs shown
are indicated by stars. Dotted outlines show
the location of the trained stimulus in bold
and the untrained in faint. All RFs are pre-
sented as mean subtracted and rescaled im-
ages. Colors correspond to training protocol
(positive training, red; negative training, blue).
(A) Representative RF shift from a cell trained
using the positive training protocol. The RF
moves toward the trained stimulus (B). Rep-
resentative RF shift from a cell trained using
the negative training protocol. The RF moves
away from the trained stimulus. (C) Repre-
sentative RFs recorded from the same cell
at 10 min intervals. No significant movement
is observed. (D) Color overlay of successively
recorded RFs in trained cells. RF prior to
training is shown red, subsequent RFs are
shown in green and blue when available.
Size and position of the trained and untrained
stimuli are shown as in (A) and (B). First panel
shows the same data as in (B) for compari-
son, middle and right panels show data
from two different cells in which depression
and potentiation was induced, respectively.
Note how the green/blue moves away from
the trained stimulus in the case of negative
training—and toward it in the case of positive
training.precise behavior of the individual neurons. For example,
some of the cells showed relatively small changes in the
size of either the trained or untrained input and also the
temporal dynamics of the increase varied to some ex-
tent. This is reflected in the substantial size of the error
bars in Figures 4B and 4D.
The relatively large change in the majority of untrained
inputs suggests a heterosynaptic spreading of plasticity
that has earlier been described in the retinotectal sys-
tem of the tadpole (Tao et al., 2001) as well as in several
hippocampal (Fitzsimonds et al., 1997; Schuman and
Madison, 1994) and cerebellar (Wang et al., 2000) prep-
arations. It is unlikely that the responsible plasticity oc-
curs at synapses other than those on the recorded neu-
ron, because significant changes in either the trained or
untrained input were absent when the neuron was
clamped at280 mV (voltage-clamp training, VC; Figures
4E and 4F; +0.5%6 5.6% for the trained input; +1.7%6
1.4% for the untrained input; n = 8; p > 0.6 for both in-
puts). Local application of 50 mM D-APV, which blocks
the activation of NMDA receptors, also prevented any
training-induced plasticity (Figure 4F; 22.0% 6 5.2%
for the trained input; 23.8% 6 3.4 for the untrained in-
put, n = 4, p > 0.4 for both inputs).
Spike Timing-Dependent Modification Leads
to Shifting of Receptive Fields
The timing of visual stimuli with respect to the firing of
the postsynaptic neuron has been shown to mediate
changes in the size and orientation tuning of receptive
fields in mammalian visual cortex neurons (Eysel et al.,
1998; Fu et al., 2002; Meliza and Dan, 2006; Schuettet al., 2001). We were interested in whether or not plas-
ticity in the synapses of a subset of the visual inputs to
a given tectal neuron might shift the position of the RF
in a manner predicted by the rules of STDP. RFs were
measured using reverse correlation, followed by a posi-
tive or negative training session (Figure 1). Subse-
quently, RFs were again measured (using the same stim-
ulus sequence) both immediately after training and at
15–20 min intervals. In Figure 5, RFs taken prior to train-
ing (210 min), immediately after training (0 min), and at
20 min intervals are shown. In each RF image, the cen-
troid (center of ‘‘mass’’) of the RF measured prior to
training is indicated by the small white circle, while the
centroid for subsequent time points is denoted by a col-
ored star. Thus, the distance between the two is a mea-
sure of how far—and in which direction—the RF has
moved. In Figure 5A, the cell was fired by current injec-
tion 12.5 ms subsequent to the arrival of the input
evoked by stimulation in the trained region (bold dotted
outline). The centroid of the RF measured immediately
after training (red star, 0 min) shifted in the direction of
this region. The shift persisted and increased slightly
in RFs measured at later time points. The results ex-
hibited in Figure 5B (also the first panel of Figure 5D)
are from a similar experiment except that, during train-
ing, the cell was fired 12.5 ms before the arrival of the in-
puts. In this case, the centroids of RFs measured after
training are displaced in a direction directly away from
the trained stimulus. RFs that were measured at 10
min intervals with no training show no such consistent
movement in their centroids (sequential, Figure 5C).
Similar results are displayed in Figure 5D in which the
Spike Timing Instructs Receptive Field Dynamics
107Figure 6. Summary of RF Shift Data
Each symbol describes the results from one
experiment (except in the cases marked by
the gray arrows). (A) Position of centroid of
shifted RFs. The position is plotted in degrees
of visual angle. All shifted RF centroid posi-
tions were normalized to the position of the
RF recorded before training (0º on both the
x and y axis). The position of the trained stim-
ulus lies along the positive x axis. Top panel,
shifted RF centroid positions of cells after
positive (red) and negative (blue) training.
Centroids from RFs measured from cells
which were trained using current injection
are indicated by small circles (Pos, Neg) while
centroids from RFs in which a suprathreshold
visual stimulus was used to drive the cells are
indicated by large circles (Light Pos, Light
Neg). Note how all the RFs move toward the
trained stimulus under positive training and
away under negative training. In experiments
denoted by stars, the position of the RF cen-
troid drifted back toward the origin following
10 min of spiking to a white noise stimulus
(Pos Rev, Neg Rev). The direction of the shift
is noted by the gray arrow. Yellow squares,
centroids for RFs measured sequentially as
in Figure 5C (0 min time point set to 0,0). No
significant shifts are observed. Bottom panel,
shifted RF centroid positions under condi-
tions of whole-field positive training (WF
Pos, magenta), whole-field negative training
(WF Neg, light blue), voltage clamp (VC,
green), and 50 mM D-APV (APV, black). Se-
quential RF centroids plotted as in the top
panel. While no notable shift is seen under
APV, whole-field and voltage-clamp data
scatter considerably. (B) Unit circle plots of
RF shift angles. Shift angles were calculated
as described in the text and are displayed
such that 0º represents the angle of the
trained stimulus. Mean vectors for all angles
from a group are displayed in the corre-
sponding colors. The direction of the vector indicates the mean direction of the data set, while its magnitude denotes the degree to which
the angles cluster together. Top panel, shift angles for positive training using current injection (red) or a suprathreshold visual stimulus (pink),
and negative training using current injection (blue) or a suprathreshold visual stimulus (cyan). Bottom panel, shift angles for RFs from cells trained
under conditions of voltage clamp (green), whole-field positive training (magenta), and whole-field negative training (light blue). (C) Dependence
of shift magnitude on interstimulus interval. Interstimulus interval—the amount of time between the peak of the stimulus-evoked EPSP and the
induced postsynaptic action potential—was determined for each cell subjected to positive or negative training. The magnitude of the X projec-
tion of the shift vector is plotted versus interstimulus interval. Note the 620 ms window similar to that obtained when plotting the magnitude of
synaptic change versus interstimulus interval (see Zhang et al., 1998).RFs prior to and following training are overlaid in differ-
ent colors. The baseline image is shown in red, subse-
quent time points are shown in green and, if available,
blue. The green/blue region moves away from the
trained stimulus in the case of negative and toward it
in the case of positive training. The position of the un-
trained stimulus is outlined in faint colors.
The summary of all RF data is given in Figure 6. The
centroid of the RF measured prior to training was set
to the origin. The expected shift was defined by the vec-
tor connecting the origin with the centroid of the trained
stimulus, and its direction was set to 0º in order to nor-
malize over all experiments. The measured shift was ob-
tained by drawing a vector from the origin to the centroid
of the RF measured post-training. The relative positions
of the centroids of the RFs measured immediately after
training (0 min time point) are plotted in Figure 6A. As
can be seen in the top panels of Figures 6A and 6B, cellsin which action potentials were induced after the arrival
of visual inputs always had RF centroids that shifted in
the direction of the trained stimulus (red), while cells in
which action potentials were induced before the arrival
of the visual inputs had centroids that shifted away
(blue). These shifts were always consistent and inde-
pendent of the method by which the postsynaptic action
potentials were generated—either by somatic current
injection (Figure 6A, small circles) or using a suprathres-
hold visual stimulus directed at the center of the RF
(large circles). Additionally, the magnitude of the shift
was dependent on the length of the time interval be-
tween the arrival of the visual input and the induction
of the postsynaptic action potential (‘‘interstimulus in-
terval’’). Interstimulus intervals of greater than 6 20ms
resulted in no significant shift of the RF centroid
(Figure 6C). In the lower panels of Figures 6A and 6B,
control experiments are shown in which RFs are
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training, magenta; negative training, light blue), as well
as training under voltage clamp (VC, green) or with D-
APV locally applied to the tectum (APV, black). Addition-
ally, RFs that were measured sequentially at 10 min in-
tervals show very little variability in their centroid posi-
tions (yellow squares). Remarkably, when compared to
sequentially measured receptive fields, significant RF
movement was observed under VC conditions and
when the whole field was either potentiated or de-
pressed. Such unsupervised changes did not occur
when NMDA receptors were blocked by the application
of D-APV. Figure 6B plots the angle of the shift vectors
for all cells on unit circles. This analysis focuses only
on the angle of the displacement. Arrows are the mean
vectors for each group as indicated. The magnitude of
the mean vector signifies the degree to which the angles
cluster around a certain value. The direction of the
trained stimuli was set to 0º. Cells potentiated using ei-
ther current injection or visual stimuli had RFs that
shifted in angles toward the trained stimulus (n = 15 for
current injection, n = 7 for visual stimulation, p < 0.001
for both, Rayleigh’s Circular Test for Uniformity with Al-
ternative Specified Mean Direction [m] equal to 0º). Cells
depressed using either current injection or visual stimuli
had RFs that consistently shifted in a direction away
from the trained stimulus (n = 11, p < 0.0005 for current
injection; n = 5, p < 0.03 for visual stimulation; m = 180º).
Cells that were trained under whole-field potentiation,
whole-field depression, or voltage-clamp conditions,
while they show a significant degree of movement in
the RF centroid (Figure 6A, lower panel), do not show
consistency in the direction in which these shifts occur
(Figure 6B, lower panel; p > 0.2 for all control conditions,
m = 0º, 180º).
Stability of RF Position over Time
Previous studies have demonstrated that acute activity-
dependent changes in synaptic strength are relatively
unstable and can be reversed by spontaneous spiking
activity in the retinotectal system (Zhou et al., 2003).
Therefore, once a stable shift is induced in an RF, it is
of interest how vulnerable the newly acquired position
is to subsequent activity. This was tested by switching
the cell to current clamp and allowing it to fire randomly
to a white noise stimulus (Figures 7A and 7C, spike in-
set). We observed that this induced a shift backward to-
ward the original position of the RF prior to initial training
independently of whether the RF was moved away by
depression or attracted by potentiation. In Figure 6A, ex-
periments of this type are denoted by red or blue stars
(indicating the original type of training, positive or nega-
tive, respectively) connected by arrows that point to-
ward the centroid of the RF measured after spiking.
When we tested the synaptic changes directly, we found
that, in the case of negative training, the signal strength
in both the trained and untrained inputs shifted back
toward baseline (Figures 7C and 7D; p > 0.3 for both in-
puts, post-spikes versus baseline). Interestingly, ran-
dom action potentials did not entirely abolish the en-
hancement of either the trained or untrained inputs in
positively trained cells (Figures 7A and 7B; p < 0.005
and p < 0.001 for trained and untrained inputs, respec-
tively, post-spikes versus baseline). The spatial distribu-tion of the induced changes are shown in the lower
panels of Figures 7A and 7C (see also Figure 8). Here
the RF before training was subtracted from subsequent
RFs such that positive values of the resulting difference
image (indicating a strengthening of the responses) are
color coded in red while negative values (indicating a
weakening) are shown in blue. Note that, in both pos-
itive- and negative-trained cells, subtracted RFs show
smaller differences post-spikes. These changes were
correlated with a shift in the position of the RF back to-
ward the origin (position of RF prior to training) following
random spiking (Figure 7E).
Changes in RF and Synaptic Strength Outside
of the Trained Region
We were interested in the spatial distribution of the spike
timing-induced changes that occur outside of the
trained region. In order to identify whether or not these
unsupervised changes were restricted to only the re-
gions of visual space directly tested, difference RFs
(see above) where the RF prior to training was sub-
tracted from those measured after training were gener-
ated. In these subtraction images, regions of visual
space with increased (positive values, red) or depressed
(negative values, blue) responses are revealed. Figure 8
shows the results of this analysis. For comparison ac-
ross cells, the centers of the RFs before training were
aligned and set to 0,0 (as in Figure 6A). The resulting dif-
ference image was then rotated so that the direction of
the trained region lies along the positive x axis (circles
in Figures 8B an 8D). This allows for superposition and
averaging over many cells. Figures 8A and 8C show
a randomly selected population of ten cells each for
positive and negative training, respectively. Figures 8B
and 8D show the respective averages over all cells (n =
22 for positive training, n = 16 for negative training).
Cross sections through the images along the x axis are
plotted as mean + SEM along the top. Positive training
specifically increased inputs encoding for the regions
of visual space in and around the trained region. Nega-
tive training caused a specific decrease in these areas.
Furthermore, in both positively and negatively trained
cells, regions of visual space outside the trained region
show enhanced (potentiated) responses. Interestingly,
comparatively little compensatory depression of un-
trained regions in positively trained cells is observed.
Discussion
The main finding of the present study is that precise tim-
ing of pre- and postsynaptic action potentials can direct
receptive fields to modify their representation of visual
space in a predictable manner. The postsynaptic spiking
was controlled by somatic current injection while the
presynaptic spiking was directed by the defined place-
ment of the visual stimuli. In order to examine whether
purely physiological stimulation is also capable of mod-
ifying receptive fields in a controlled manner, in some
experiments the current injection was replaced by an
adequately timed visual stimulus delivered to the center
of the receptive field. We found that results obtained us-
ing these two methods were virtually indistinguishable,
suggesting that this process may also occur under nat-
ural conditions (Figure 6).
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109Figure 7. Spiking to a White Noise Stimulus Abolishes Synaptic Change Completely in Negatively Trained Cells but Incompletely in Positively
Trained Cells and Reverses Induced RF Shifts
(A) Following positive training, cells were allowed to fire action potentials to a white noise stimulus. Current traces show the average of ten re-
sponses to trained (top row) and untrained (bottom row) stimuli recorded before (left most traces), after positive training (middle traces, gray
trace, baseline), and after spiking (rightmost traces, gray, baseline). Black trace shows a 1 s block of recording in current clamp made during
presentation of the white noise stimulus (10 min total presentation time). Scale, 10 pA/100 ms for voltage-clamp traces, 70 mV/50 ms for cur-
rent-clamp traces. Bottom panels: subtracted RFs at time points indicated by the black lines. Note that the difference image after spiking is sig-
nificantly darker (i.e., closer to zero) then the other two. (B) Summary of all experiments similar to (A). Mean normalized integrated charge was
calculated for all responses to trained (bold) and untrained (faint) stimuli recorded before training (baseline), after training (post-training), and
after 10 min random spiking (post-spikes, hatched bars). Note the incomplete reversal of potentiation in responses to both the trained and un-
trained stimuli after spiking. (C) Same as (A), except that the cell was negatively trained. Current trace scale bars, 10 pA/100 ms for VC traces,
70 mV/50 ms for CC trace. (D) Summary of all experiments similar to that shown in (C). **p < 0.0001; *p < 0.0005 (Student’s two-tailed t test); n = 4
and 3 for positive and negative training, respectively. (E) Spiking shifts RF centroids back toward the origin. The distance of the centroid of RFs
measured post-training and post-spiking was calculated for each experiment (positive and negative training groups combined, n = 7; mean dis-
tance6 SEM). RF centroids significantly shifted back toward their original positions after allowing the cell fire to a white noise stimulus. *p < 0.01.It has been previously observed that STDP plays a role
in modifying synapses in the intact retinotectal system
(Tao et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 1998, 2000), and several
studies have shown that sensory stimulation can also in-duce changes in mammalian receptive field properties
that are reminiscent of STDP-related mechanisms.
Multi-whisker stimulation and principal-whisker depri-
vation caused rapid changes in spike timing of layer 4
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110Figure 8. Changes in RF Strength Outside of
Trained Regions
(A and B) Positively trained cells exhibit pri-
marily increases in strength over the whole
region. (A) Representative subtracted RFs.
RF images acquired before training were sub-
tracted from those after training as described
in the text. Regions where positive values re-
sulted from the subtraction are shown in red
while negative values are shown in blue.
White asterisk denotes the subtraction RF
from the same cell presented in Figure 4A.
(B) Superposition average of subtraction im-
ages over all cells submitted to positive train-
ing (including both current injection and vi-
sual postysynaptic driving stimuli, n = 22).
Images were aligned such that the original
RF (pretraining) of each image was set to
0,0. The position of the trained stimulus lies
in the region of the white circle. Cross-sec-
tions through the images along the x axis
are plotted as mean + SEM along the top.
Note the concentration of increased inputs
in and around as well as outside the trained
stimulus position. (C and D). Same as (A)
and (B) except that cells were negatively
trained. (C) Negatively trained cells show
more decreases (blue) than increases. White
asterisk, same cell presented in Figure 4C.
(D) Superposition average of negatively
trained cells (n = 16). Decreases in strength
are only observed in areas adjacent to the po-
sition of the trained stimulus (white circle)
while increases are observed elsewhere.and layers 2/3 neurons in the somatosensory cortex,
suggesting a potential role for STDP in shaping the sen-
sory cortical map (Celikel et al., 2004). Furthermore, pre-
cisely timed visual stimuli are known to change the size
and position of receptive fields (Eysel et al., 1998; Fu
et al., 2002; Meliza and Dan, 2006) as well as the orienta-
tion selectivity (Schuett et al., 2001; Yao and Dan, 2001)
in mammalian visual cortex neurons in a manner consis-
tent with STDP mechanisms. Additionally, in the tadpole
retinotectal system, direction sensitivity can be rapidly
induced by training with moving bars (Engert et al.,
2002), an effect that is reversible if the neuron is induced
to fire randomly following the training session (Zhou
et al., 2003). The present results provide a direct link be-
tween STDP and receptive field plasticity and identify an
additional effect in the heterosynaptic modifications in
synapses that are not active during the training period.
Optimized Reverse Correlation
We have developed a technique to use reverse cor-
relation as an efficient and quantitative way to swiftly
compute spatial receptive fields and their temporal dy-namics in tadpole tectal neurons. This proved to be es-
sential because the patch-clamp recordings can be sus-
tained for only a limited time, and a variety of different
protocols were necessary to conclude one experimen-
tal session (Figure 1). To optimize the process, a two-
dimensional white noise pattern was band-pass filtered
to a frequency range determined to be relevant to the
tectal cells (see Experimental Procedures), thus greatly
reducing the recording time necessary to acquire recep-
tive fields. In addition, we could use the substantial sub-
threshold information contained in excitatory postsyn-
aptic currents (EPSCs) instead of the more frequently
used action potentials to compute the receptive fields.
We show in Figure 3 that receptive fields obtained with
this method are a very good match to the ones acquired
with conventional spot stimulation methods.
Heterosynaptic Potentiation
Training a subregion of the receptive field to become
stronger or weaker with positive and negative pairing
does not leave the rest of the inputs onto the tectal
neuron unaffected. We observed that the induction of
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111potentiation as well as depression in the trained location
also resulted in a considerable increase in synaptic effi-
cacy in the untrained control region. These modifica-
tions have to occur in synapses on the recorded neuron
itself rather then elsewhere in the tectum or in the retina,
because voltage clamping the cell prevents all changes
in the trained as well as in the untrained responses (Fig-
ures 4E and 4F).
There are several possible explanations for this ob-
served phenomenon. First, the results obtained using
positive subfield training are reminiscent of an unspe-
cific spread of LTP to synapses not involved in the re-
sponse to the trained stimulus. Suchheterosynapticmod-
ification of synaptic efficacy has been primarily seen in
experiments involving classical ‘‘Hebbian-type’’ LTP in
hippocampal preparations (Engert and Bonhoeffer,
1997; Fitzsimonds et al., 1997; Schuman and Madison,
1994) but has also been observed in the tadpole retino-
tectal system at early stages during development (Tao
et al., 2001). Little is known about heterosynaptic disper-
sion of LTD, although some experiments have ad-
dressed this question in cerebellar preparations (Wang
et al., 2000). It is conceivable that the calcium-triggered
messenger cascade thought to be involved in distribut-
ing the potentiation over parts of the dendritic tree
(Tao et al., 2001) might also be activated by LTD-
inducing protocols. With regards to the present study,
analysis of the RF mapping stimulus suggests that het-
erosynaptic plasticity may play a role in the observed
RF shifts (Figure 8).
The size of all the training-induced changes is remark-
able (Figure 4) but can be explained by the small value of
the integrated charge in the baseline recordings that
appears in the denominator of the calculation for the
normalized value. This ratio can obtain arbitrarily high
values if the baseline recording is sufficiently small (as
in the case of a silent synapse becoming activated).
Our baseline recordings for these experiments were in-
deed small (as little as 5 pA) because the trained and un-
trained stimuli were explicitly placed at the border of the
receptive field. The maturation of synapses in the tec-
tum is known to occur along a caudal-rostral gradient
in the optic tectum during the developmental stages in-
vestigated here (Wu et al., 1996). Most of the cells in
which we have observed RF shifts were located around
the middle of this axis and therefore probably have
a mixture of immature and mature synapses. Further-
more, pairing protocols administered to cells in culture
are known to induce the maturation of synapses, pre-
sumably through pairing-induced AMPA receptor inser-
tion (Durand et al., 1996). It is highly likely that the ac-
tivation of silent synapses or the potentiation of newly
matured synapses contributes to both the shift of the
RF and the observed increase in synaptic strength out-
side the trained region (red regions in Figure 8). It should
be noted that we did not observe any comparatively
large changes in the whole-field experiments (Figure 2).
Because the responses to whole-field stimuli are signif-
icantly larger to begin with (50–300 pA), this may pre-
clude a potentiation on the order of several hundred
percent.
Another potential explanation for the discrepancy be-
tween the size of subfield and whole-field potentiation
might lie in possible changes in intratectal inputs ontothe recorded neuron. The compound synaptic currents
evoked by visual stimulation are probably a mix of direct
retinal inputs and polysynaptic currents relayed by other
tectal neurons (Zhang et al., 2000). If monosynaptic con-
nections from the retina drive the tectal neuron before
polysynaptic inputs from other tectal cells arrive, then
STDP would predict that the former inputs get potenti-
ated while the latter inputs get depressed. The net effect
of whole-field training would then be a combination of
enhancement of direct inputs and a weakening of poly-
synaptic inputs through tectal neurons arising from
different regions on the retina. In the case of subfield
stimulation during training, fewer of these indirect con-
nections would get activated and a larger relative
change would be expected. However to clarify this
issue, further experiments examining the plasticity of
intratectal connections are needed.
Reversibility of Induced Changes
Within the developing retinotectal system, plasticity has
been shown to be reversible by subsequent postsynap-
tic spontaneous spiking (Zhou et al., 2003). These find-
ings underscore the vulnerable nature of activity-
induced synaptic modifications in vivo and suggest a
temporal constraint on the pattern of visual inputs for ef-
fective induction of stable synaptic modifications. We
show that similar arguments apply to the STDP-induced
shift in RF position. While cells kept in voltage clamp
after training showed little subsequent plasticity in their
receptive field size or position, a noticeable drift back to
the original position was observed in cells that were al-
lowed to fire in response to the mapping stimuli (Fig-
ure 6A, stars and Figure 7). This reversibility of RF shifts
occurred independently of whether RFs were moved
away from the trained stimulus by negative training or
attracted toward it by positive training. The shifts we ob-
serve are the result of a single acute training session.
Thus, the instability of RFs measured at early develop-
mental stages would likely be overcome by repeated
training sessions and, in normal development, by re-
peated aspects of the visual environment. Furthermore,
at least some of the strengthening that occurred with
positive training was maintained after random spiking
(Figures 7A and 7B). This could be explained by the
training-induced stabilization of new synapses, an effect
likely to be resistant to reversal. The disparity between
the reversal of inputs following positive and negative
training might also arise from the different molecular
mechanisms used in the expression of LTP and LTD
(Bi and Poo, 2001).
Because the visual system is perched at the interface
between the organism and its environment, its proper
development benefits from the incorporation of visual
cues. The observation that the RF shifts induced by
STDP of visual inputs are robust and, at times, relatively
large attests to the extent of this developmental flexibil-
ity. Furthermore, the ability of these changes to undergo
reversal demonstrates the speed with which a develop-
ing visual system can adapt to a changing visual world.
These changes may be exaggerated in a developing lar-
val organism compared to those induced in the already
finely tuned adult. Incremental training has been shown
to stabilize plasticity in both developing (Zhou et al.,
2003) and adult (Linkenhoker and Knudsen, 2002) neural
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peated, similar visual stimuli—might occur naturally to
consolidate developmental progression, the first step
of which may be to enhance synapses or generate new
synapses in the early visual system encoding the most
salient (i.e., most repeated) aspects of the visual world
while downplaying the role of those less represented.
NMDA Receptors and Stability of Receptive Fields
It has been shown that receptive field sizes in the tad-
pole tectum are plastic and that excitatory and inhibitory
components align during development over several
days (Tao and Poo, 2005). This same study showed
that blocking GABAergic transmission consequently in-
hibited the refinement of the excitatory RF. As it pertains
to our study, one might think that a localized relief of tec-
tal inhibition could account for the shift of the RF via
a spatially restricted disinhibition. This is a possibility,
and to determine the role of intratectal inhibition would
require further experiments and novel techniques. How-
ever, our results can be fully explained by STDP in excit-
atory synapses.
We show that RFs are stable over a period of up to an
hour if the cell is held in voltage clamp and not subjected
to any training protocol (Figure 6A, yellow squares). A
similar stability is observed when NMDA receptors in
the whole tectum are blocked by local application of
the antagonist APV throughout the experiment. This is
not surprising, because it has been shown that the acti-
vation of NMDA receptors is necessary for a variety of
plasticity-related phenomena in the tadpole (Debski
and Cline, 2002; Sin et al., 2002) and for STDP in partic-
ular (Engert et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 1998). Holding the
cell in voltage clamp during the training protocol did not
shift the RF in any specific direction but evoked an insta-
bility that was smaller than the one observed with di-
rected training in current clamp but larger then the jitter
between sequentially recorded RFs under no training
(Figures 6A and 6B, lower panels). This is indicative of
activity-induced changes elsewhere in the tectum or in
the retina. It is not unexpected that the trained stimulus
will induce changes on synapses of other tectal cells
that can affect the responses of the cell under observa-
tion. This interpretation of the instability under voltage
clamp is corroborated by the finding that a similar and
even larger drift of the RFs is also observed under
whole-field training (positive as well as negative,
Figures 6A and 6B, lower panels). This suggests that in-
dividual neurons might be intrinsically biased toward
one direction, possibly determined by subregions of
the RF that are more sensitive than others and thus act
like ‘‘training stimuli’’.
Currently, the precise role of LTP and LTD during the
development of neuronal circuits is still controversial
(Dan and Poo, 2004). We would argue that our results
support the conclusion that modifications induced by
whole-field visual stimuli are permissive for plasticity in
all synapses while restriction of plasticity to a subset
of synapses directs the modification of RF properties
in a highly specific manner. Therefore, we believe that
the findings reported here provide evidence that STDP
can serve as an instructive signal to direct the modifica-
tion of receptive field properties in vivo.Experimental Procedures
Animal Preparation and Electrophysiology
In vivo perforated patch-clamp experiments have been described
elsewhere (Zhang et al., 1998). The tadpoles used in this study
were stage 41–45 (staged according to the method of Nieuwkoop
and Faber, 1967). Tectal neurons were patched under visual control
using micropipettes with resistances in the range of 10–15 MU filled
with a standard K-gluconate internal solution (110 mM K-gluconate,
10 mM KCl, 5 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 20 mM HEPES, and 0.5 mM
EGTA, at pH 7.3) containing 200 mg/mL amphotericin B. All record-
ings were made in 1X Xenopus External Solution (115 mM NaCl,
2 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 3 mM CaCl2, 10 mM glucose, 1.5 mM
MgCl2, and 0.005 mM glycine, at pH 7.4) with a patch-clamp ampli-
fier (SEC-05LX, NPI Electronics). The whole-cell capacitance was
fully compensated, and the series resistance (usually 40–90 MU)
was compensated by 70%–80%. Signals are filtered at 3 kHz at
the amplifier and sampled at 10 kHz. All voltage-clamp recordings
presented here were made at room temperature in voltage-clamp
mode with Vh = 270 mV unless otherwise noted.
STDP Induction
All stimulus and acquisition software was custom written using C++
or LabVIEW. For whole-field positive and negative training, the stim-
ulus consisted of a 50 ms light OFF from an LED placed next to the
preparation or a 64 ms black frame projected directly onto the retina
using an LCD screen mounted onto the camera port of the micro-
scope (Engert et al., 2002). Visual stimuli were presented on the
LCD screen with a refresh rate of 80 Hz for the whole-field and single
spot stimulation. No difference in the size or time course of the
whole-field visual responses recorded using the LED or the LCD
screen was observed. For subfield stimulation, three separate stim-
uli—‘‘Trained,’’ ‘‘Untrained,’’ and ‘‘Drive’’—were generated using the
previously measured RF as a reference. Subfield stimuli consisted of
dark spots (64 ms duration) adjacent to the center of the RF and cov-
ered an area of 10%–30% of the visual field (Figure 1). Trained and
untrained stimuli were presented at 0.03 Hz in an interleaved fashion,
and a baseline of CSCs was recorded for 5–15 min. The amplifier was
then switched to current-clamp mode (Vrest = 250 to 270 mV), and
stimulus-evoked EPSPs were recorded while presenting the training
stimulus (64 ms off, 0.3 Hz) in order to determine the precise time of
arrival of the light-evoked synaptic inputs. To pair synaptic inputs
with postsynaptic tectal cell firing in a temporally controlled manner,
a current injection was delivered via the patch pipette. The timing
between the two stimuli was controlled on a millisecond timescale
with the stimulus/acquisition software. For the positive training,
a depolarizing current injection (100 pA, 10 ms duration) was deliv-
ered to the tectal cell 12–15 ms after the arrival of the light-evoked
EPSP. To induce depression, the depolarizing current injection
was delivered to the tectal cell 12–15 ms before the arrival of the
EPSP followed by a brief hyperpolarization (250 to 2100 pA, 50–
70 ms) in order to prevent induction of uncontrolled action potentials
(Figure 1A). We tested in several experiments whether this brief
hyperpolarization had any unspecific effects by using the same
waveform also for the positive training protocol (only shifted past
the arrival of the EPSP). We found that this did not make any differ-
ence in the ability to induce potentiation. For light-only STDP, a third,
suprathreshold visual stimulus (‘‘Drive,’’ typically consisting of a
64 ms dark spot presented to the center of the RF) was used to elicit
postsynaptic action potentials. This stimulus was presented just af-
ter (for positive training) or just before (for negative training) presen-
tation of the trained stimulus. Following training, the amplifier was
returned to voltage-clamp mode and stimulus-evoked responses
were recorded for 20–50 min. In the case of subfield training, RFs
were remapped using reverse correlation immediately following
training and at 15–20 min intervals thereafter. Voltage-clamp training
was the same as STDP training except that the cell was maintained
at a hyperpolarized potential (280 mV) in voltage clamp. For exper-
iments investigating the role of NMDA receptors, D-APV (50 mM,
Sigma) was locally applied to the tectum. No difference was ob-
served between cells trained with the negative or the positive para-
digm in either voltage-clamp or APV training conditions. Series and
input resistances were monitored throughout the experiment. Only
cells whose series resistance and membrane resistance varied by
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113less than 10% were included in further analysis. All visual response
data are presented as the integrated charge of the response normal-
ized to the mean integrated charge of the responses recorded dur-
ing the baseline (set to 100%). Analysis of the strength of the
responses and series/input resistances was carried out using pro-
grams custom written in LabVIEW and MatLab (Mathworks).
RF Mapping
Two types of stimuli were used to map the spatial receptive fields.
The first consists of a 4 3 4 or an 8 3 8 grid, a single white box of
which was flashed in a pseudorandom fashion at 0.2 Hz. The second
consists of high-density white noise that has been band-pass fil-
tered and contrast enhanced. The spatially filtered noise stimulus
was presented at a 60 Hz frame rate. Elimination of the high and
low spatial frequencies permitted the acquisition of a high-resolu-
tion receptive field while still being able to elicit robust responses
to the stimulus. All stimuli for measuring receptive fields were cre-
ated and presented using custom-written C++ software.
RF determination was carried out with custom-written LabVIEW
software. RFs measured by spot stimulation were generated by in-
tegrating the synaptic responses to the presentation of single spots.
The integrated values for each spot are translated into a grayscale
value and represented on the grid (see Figure 3 and Engert et al.,
2002). For RFs measured using the filtered white noise stimulus,
reverse-correlation analysis is performed to determine the input-
output relationship between the stimulus (input) and the visually
evoked synaptic currents recorded (output). Essentially, the re-
verse-correlation algorithm uses each output to weight the input
preceding it by a specified amount of time and then calculates the
average of all individual weighted input sequences. The result of
this first-order reverse-correlation analysis, the ‘‘filter function,’’ pro-
vides an estimate of the optimal linear stimulus for a given cell. For
spatial receptive field mapping, filter functions are calculated for
each pixel in the stimulus projection field providing a response-
weighted average for every spatial portion of the projection. These
response-weighted averages are translated into a 3D receptive field
containing information about the spatial extent of the RF as well as
its temporal dynamics (see Figure 3C). All RFs presented here repre-
sent those taken from the absolute peak of the filter function and are
usually presented after mean subtraction and rescaling (white indi-
cates background, black peak of the RF) unless otherwise noted.
RF position was monitored by computing the centroid for each
mean subtracted RF image. The coordinates of the centroid indicate
the center of ‘‘mass’’ of the RF and were calculated using LabVIEW
subroutines. Scatter plots were generated using MatLab. Unit circle
plots and circular statistics (Figure 6B) were created using the R sta-
tistical package.
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